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1. As stated on file list S¢ 

2. Marina’s rale-spinne re: owe Walker shooting to SS Relley**") oN 

os stated ditto 

4. Llassic example of news stories playing games with the Walker shooting. 

The report appeared in Washington Post that Walker bullet and the JFK \ 

ww bullet were similar. . . implied here that Oswald was tried again 

posthumously..... The FBI in this doc. rejects this assertion . . .FBI lab Wn ; 
71 report did not “reflect such findings.” In the WP story Carter (WP newsman) 

WH Vv asked in this story 2/19/’64 asked Curry is he was going to close the case. 

Carter replied: “I guess so in view of Marina Oswald’s testimony to the 

effect that Oswald has been identified by her as the one who shot at 0 

che General Walker... .” Did he mean close the Walker case???? Here is a case 
Per EIS LE aT 

**** White chronology sheet on Walker case. . . Review carefully. . .**** ey 

. 7. Note to myself to run a search on General Walker. . Gum 

. Rosen to Belmont 12/3/’63 62-109060- serials 4180 (Part |)/ EBF This is co 
N 
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At 
first indication of FBI interest in the Walker shooting. . .Reports on Marina —~ sy 

\ offered to run tests on the Walker bullet back in April 1963 but Dallas PD ~s \ \ 
qu” was not interested!!! | thi9nk this is a lie. . . c 

. Jevons to Conrad 3/27/64 62-1090602845 contains report from 

Heilberger test on the Walker bullet. . . spectro test (standard FBI ballistics i ; 

won test at the time) and found no connection between Walker bullet and JFK o 

bullet frags. . . lead composition different. . (point being that spectro 

3 spinning tale of Lee’s attempt on Walker. .. .Note again: FBI claim that it 

testing was junk science at the time but not understood at the time)... 

10. The law in 1965 The AG was empowered to choose any item of evidence | ,/X. Na 

for retention by Govt as it relates to the assassination of JFK...**** Use iy nA | 
af w/ item 9 in Walker folder 8. (Z/p/ / { i. _ Ms \V (/ 
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(Walker Notes/New Docs), Folder 9, P. 2 

9. To Jesse E. Curry 12/9/’63 (DMARC—Dallas Municipal Archive Center 

Box 20, Folder 9) contains assertions that the JFK bullet frags and Q188 

(Walker bullet slug) could have come from the same rifle. . . couched in 

such language that Curry could have inferred enough that Carter ran with 

story in WP that Q188 and JFK bullet frags were from same weapon. . .See 

item #4 above... 
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